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Introduction
This section presents the results of a landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) of land at
Waterston, to the east of Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire (‘the site’). The assessment was undertaken
by a suitably qualified professional.
This LVIA has been prepared to support a planning application for the BtEf Facility and associated
‘downstream’ Eco-parks, comprising: • A Biomass to Energy facility (BtEf);
• Prawn production facility;
• Fish production facility;
• Algae production facility;
• Cheese production facility;
• Greenhouses;
• Processing and packaging facilities.
The site comprises 3 separate land areas, as identified on Plan EDP 1 included in Volume 3, Appendix
3.5 and, for the purposes of this LVIA, described as: 1. The Cheese and Packaging Facility – this lies on brownfield land to the northern side of Hazelbeach
Road, adjacent to existing housing at Waterston and north of the oil refinery site;
2. The Waterston Eco Park, comprising the heat exchange and aquaculture facility – this lies to the
south of Hazelbeach Road, on brownfield land within the confines of the oil refinery site;
3. The Biomass to Energy Facility (BtEf) and Blackbridge Eco Park (collectively referred to as, ‘the
Blackbridge site’) – this occupies brownfield land, once the site of the RNMD Newton Noyes/RNAD
Milford Haven ordnance facility for the production and storage of sea mines. The new facilities here
will comprise the main Pyrolyser building, grinding hall, algae propagation building, dryer hall, algae
bioreactor units, green houses and various ancillary buildings and structures. Four 3m diameter
stacks, set within a single steel frame will rise to 60m at the heart of the BtEf and the existing jetty
will be reconditioned and refurbished to allow for the supply of feedstock via ship / barge.
A description of the proposals is set out at Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement. Further detail
of the character of each of the site areas and of the proposed developments within each is provided
later in this section.
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This section provides a summary description of those elements both within the site and also its
immediate locality i.e. the baseline scenario. The section goes on to describe the development
proposed, particularly in relation to landscape and visual mitigation proposals and assesses the
resulting effects of the completed development on landscape and visual receptors.
In formulating the range of constraints and opportunities, the section reviews the following issues
pertinent to the acceptability of the proposed development: Key landscape receptors with the potential to be affected by the development are identified
within, and surrounding, the site. This will include physical landscape features or elements, landscape
character areas as defined in published documentation and landscape designations covered by local
and national planning policy: –
Key visual receptors with the potential to be affected, such as users of public rights of way, road
users, those involved in other formal and informal outdoor recreation (fishing, golf, etc.), those using
Countryside and Rights of Way (CRoW) Access Land and those residing at private residences;
Landscape Planning Policy contained in extant planning policy at a national, regional and local level;
and
LANDMAP Aspect Areas as defined by the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) will be reviewed
for the site.
In reviewing the above, aspects relating to general landscape and visual issues will be covered, as will
their relationship to the acceptability and pattern of a potential development in this location.

9.2

Methodology
The assessment methodology for assessing landscape and visual effects is based on the following
best practice guidance: • Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA) – Third Edition (LI/IEMA 2013);
• LANDMAP guidance provided on the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) website;
• Landscape Character Assessment – Guidance for England and Scotland (Swanick & LUC 2002)
produced on behalf of the Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage; and
• Landscape Character Assessment – Guidance for England and Scotland: Topic Paper 6:
Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity produced on behalf of the
Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage.
• Photography and photomontage in landscape and visual impact assessment – Landscape
Institute Advice Note 01/11; and
• BS 5837:2012 Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and Construction (BSI, 2012).
Other reference documents used to understand the baseline position in landscape terms comprise
published landscape character assessments appropriate to the site’s location and the nature of the
proposed development.
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The nature of landscape and visual assessment requires both objective analysis and subjective
professional judgement. Accordingly, the following assessment is based on the best practice
guidance listed above, information and data analysis techniques, uses quantifiable factors wherever
possible and subjective professional judgement where necessary, and is based on clearly defined
terms (see Glossary, Appendix EDP 2 included in volume 3). A full methodology can be found at
Appendix EDP 3 which is also included in volume 3, supporting this assessment.

9.3

Planning Policy Review
A review of relevant planning policy and landscape designations has been undertaken. This review
focuses on local policy since such policy is more specific to the site and surrounding area and reflects
Welsh Assembly advice regarding landscape issues. The following is a summary of the findings.

9.3.1

Pembrokeshire County Council LDP to 2021
The adopted statutory development plan which applies to the site is the’ ‘Pembrokeshire County
Council LDP to 2021’ – adopted 28th February 2013. This is presently used for the determination of
planning applications and deals with the use and conservation of land and buildings within the County
up to 2021.
A review of the UDP mapping illustrates policies affecting the site on ‘Map PM26’ and insets for
Milford Haven and Waterston. These maps are attached as Appendix EDP 4 included in volume 3
The mapping identifies that with the exception of the cheese and packaging facility site area the
remainder of the application site areas are covered by an employment allocation as set out in Policies
SP” and SP3, discussed further below.
A summary of the policies considered pertinent to this assessment and a consideration of the
landscape and visual effects of the proposals is provided as follows:

9.3.2

SP1 – Sustainable Development
‘All development proposals must demonstrate how positive economic, social and environmental
impacts will be achieved and adverse impacts minimised’.
Positive impacts in these three regards will deliver ‘sustainable development’. This section will
consider the environmental impacts of the proposals, with specific regard to landscape and visual
matters, irrespective of other policies which may apply.

9.3.3

SP2 – Port and Energy Related Development
‘Development at the Ports of Milford Haven and Fishguard will be permitted for port related facilities
and infrastructure, including energy related development’.
SP2 relates to the existing activities at the Waterston oil refinery site. It is clear that ‘energy related
development’ is supported. The policy does not include any ‘tests’ pertinent to landscape matters and
so no further consideration is given to this policy within this section.
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SP3 – Employment Land
‘Land is provided for the development of 173 hectares of employment land on a mix of strategic and
local employment sites. Strategic employment sites are identified at the following locations: Site Name

Site Reference

Area (ha)

Use Class

Blackbridge, Milford Haven

S/EMP/086/LDP/01

33.45

B1, B2, B8

Pembrokeshire Science and
Technology Park, Pembroke Dock

S/EMP/096/00001

22.38

B1

Withybush Business Park,
Haverfordwest

S/EMP/040/00001

20.61

B1

Trecwn

S/EMP/136/0001

21.11

B1, B2, B8

The specified uses are those that will be permitted on the listed sites. Where appropriate, other
classes of employment use or compatible sui-generis uses may also be permitted (or combinations
of such uses)’.
Policy SP3 specifically relates to the Blackbridge Eco-Park site – identified as the first site in the
table above. This again clearly identifies the council’s support for re-development of the site for
employment uses B1, B2 and B8. Again the policy contains no environmental ‘tests’ and so is given
no further consideration here.

9.3.5

SP16 – The Countryside
‘The essential requirements of people who live and work in the countryside will be met whilst
protecting the landscape and natural and built environment of Pembrokeshire and adjoining areas.
Development which minimises visual impact on the landscape and relates to one of the following
will be promoted:
1. Enterprises for which a countryside location is essential;
2. Opportunities for rural enterprise workers to be housed in suitable accommodation that supports
their employment; and
3. The re-use of appropriate existing buildings’.
While the Blackbridge Eco-Park and the Heat Exchange and Aquaculture sites sit within employment
allocations, the cheese and packaging facility site lies outside SP2 and SP3 and is therefore subject
to ‘countryside’ policy.
Given the connection to the wider Egnedol proposals, it is essential that these facilities are located
close to the other proposals and, as such, a ‘countryside’ location is inevitable. The site selected comprises brownfield land, previously used for parking facilities, though now extensively scrubbed over.
This section will therefore consider the effects of the proposals for this part of the site on the
landscape character of the local area and on visual amenity. Of particular relevance here is the
potential effect on adjacent residents.
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GN1 – General Development Policy
‘Development will be permitted where the following criteria are met: 1. The nature, location, siting and scale of the proposed development is compatible with the
capacity and character of the site and the area within which it is located;
2. It would not result in a significant detrimental impact on local amenity in terms of visual impact,
loss of light or privacy, odours, smoke, fumes, dust, air quality or an increase in noise or
vibration levels;
3. It would not adversely affect landscape character, quality or diversity, including the special
qualities of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park and neighbouring authorities;
4. It respects and protects the natural environment including protected habitats and species;
5. It would take place in an accessible location, would incorporate sustainable transport and
accessibility principles and would not result in a detrimental impact on highway safety or in traffic
exceeding the capacity of the highway network;
6. Necessary and appropriate service infrastructure, access and parking can be provided;
7. It would not cause or result in unacceptable harm to health and safety;
8. It would not have a significant adverse impact on water quality; and
9. It would neither contribute to the coalescence of distinct settlements nor create or consolidate
ribbon development’.
Policy GN1 applies, irrespective of other allocations, designations or policies. This section will
therefore consider and comment upon the suitability of the proposed developments for the receiving
environment; the effects on visual amenity; landscape character, quality and diversity; and the special
qualities of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park.

9.3.7

GN38 – Protection and Enhancement of the Historic Environment
‘Development that affects sites and landscapes of architectural and/or historical merit or archaeological importance, or their setting, will only be permitted where it can be demonstrated that it would
protect or enhance their character and integrity’.
A separate ‘ASIDOHL’ assessment has been undertaken and is discussed within the Archaeology
section of the EIA.
The consideration of the effects of development on ‘heritage assets’ and their settings, is a matter for
heritage professionals and, as such, does not form part of this LVIA. The contribution of these features
to the landscape character of the site is however integral to the assessment, affecting conclusions in
respect of sensitivity in particular.

9.3.8

Landscape Designations
There are no nationally designated landscapes (i.e. National Parks or Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty) within or in close proximity to the site.
The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park lies approximately 2km south west of the site, commencing
at Bullwell Bay, adjacent to the Rhoscrowther oil refinery. To the west of the site the park lies about
3.75km away. The location of the park in relation to the site is illustrated on Plan EDP 2 included in
volume 3.
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It should be noted that despite the National Park designation, the landscape in the vicinity of the
site, and in the vicinity of the National Park areas is heavily industrialised. Further explanation and
description of this baseline position and the effects of the proposals on the National Park are provided
later in this section.

9.3.9

Public Rights of Way
Public rights of way (PROW) are illustrated on the Ordnance Survey plan used as a basis for Plan
EDP 1 included in volume 3. A copy of the definitive PROW mapping is attached as Appendix EDP
5 included in volume 3. There are no rights of way within the main body of the sites, though one
PROW crosses the route of the pipeline connection between the eco-park and the heat exchange and
aquaculture site. Effects on this are considered later in this section.

9.3.10

Tree Preservation Orders
There are no known Tree Preservation Orders protecting trees on or immediately adjacent to the site.

9.3.11

Summary
The review of the planning policy context pertinent to landscape matters has identified a number of
policies relevant to a consideration of the proposed development.
This section will therefore seek to respond to the following ‘tests’ identified within the policies above: I. What are the landscape and visual effects of the proposed development and have these
been minimised?
II. Is the nature, location, siting and scale of the proposed development compatible with the
capacity and character of the site and the area within which it is located?
III.		 Are the special qualities of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park protected?
IV. Are effects on PROW acceptable?

9.4
9.4.1

Baseline Conditions
Establishing the Landscape and Visual Baseline
Landscape and visual impact assessment is comprised of a study of two separate but inter-linked
issues: • Landscape character: the physical make up and condition of the landscape itself. Landscape
character arises from a distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of physical, cultural and social
elements, aesthetic factors and perceptual aspects; and
• Visual amenity: the way in which the site is seen; views to and from the site, their direction,
character and sensitivity to change.
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This section addresses the baseline description at and around the site, and identifies both landscape
and visual receptors which may be subject to effects as a result of the proposed development.
The selection of landscape receptors for the site draws upon the nature of the site for the future
development, the landscape context and the theoretical visibility.
Landscape Baseline
The landscape effects of development depend on the type of development proposed and the
characteristics of the receiving landscape. The acceptability of development, in landscape terms, at
a particular location can only be assessed through an understanding of the site specific landscape
circumstances.

9.4.2

Landscape Character Appraisal
In order to assess the acceptability of development, in landscape terms, at any specific location,
it is important to understand the landscape and visual amenity circumstances against which any
decisions are made, based on both published landscape character assessments and more site
specific landscape assessment undertaken through field studies and site appraisal.
The landscape character of the site and the surrounding area is defined within the LANDMAP
resource managed by Natural Resources Wales (NRW). LANDMAP is the national information
system, devised by the former Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) and so it is appropriate to
undertake an assessment of the landscape character as presented by the LANDMAP Geographical
Information System.
LANDMAP Landscape Character Assessment
LANDMAP (Landscape Assessment and Decision Making Process) is a system that has been in
development by CCW (now NRW) since 1997, in conjunction with the Wales Landscape Partnership
Group (WLPG). The aim is to record, and make available to anyone with an interest in land, a wide
range of information about the Welsh landscape.
LANDMAP data is the key tool recommended for use in decision making relating to landscape
character. Planning Policy Wales (Welsh Assembly Government, 2010) Section 5.3.13 states,
“CCW’s LANDMAP information system methodology is an important information resource upon
which local planning authorities can draw in making the landscape assessments needed to inform
local policy, guidance and decision making in this field. LANDMAP describes and evaluates aspects of
the landscape and provides the basis of a consistent Wales-wide approach to landscape assessment.
LANDMAP assessments should be published. They can help to inform supplementary planning
guidance on landscape assessment (covering, for example, local distinctiveness, special landscape
areas and design).”
LANDMAP is a GIS based landscape resource where landscape characteristics, qualities and
influences on the landscape are recorded and evaluated into a nationally consistent data set. Data is
defined by five layers or themes, the Geological Landscape, Landscape Habitats, Visual and Sensory,
Historic Landscape and Cultural Landscape, forming the key landscape guidance for Wales.
LANDMAP is a whole landscape approach that covers all landscapes, designated and non-designated. It identifies key landscape characteristics and qualities that can be used to aid planning policy and
decisions. The accompanying guidance states that it is the use of all five layers of information that
promotes sustainable landscape decision-making, giving all five layers equal consideration.
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The site is composed of a number of LANDMAP ‘aspect areas’, as summarised in Table 9.1. Each
LANDMAP theme/layer is described, assessed and assigned one of four overall grades of value: low,
moderate, high or outstanding. Summary LANDMAP descriptions are provided on the CCW website.
Aspect

Detailed Aspect Areas

Evaluation

Cultural

Lowlands

High

Refineries and Terminals

High

Milford

Low

Herbrandston

Moderate

Waterston

Low

Milford Haven

Outstanding

Scoveston and Burton

High

Gulf Oil Refinery

Moderate

Waterston Honeyborough

Moderate

Milford Haven

Low

Oil Refinery West of Neyland

Low

North of Milford Haven

Low

Hill Mountain

Moderate

Industry/Milford Haven

Low

Geological

Historic

Landscape & Habitats

Visual and Sensory

Table 9.1: LANDMAP aspect areas covering the site

As illustrated above, and visually on Plans EDP 5, 6 and 7 included in Volume 3, the overall evaluation
of the site places it within a wide range of categories, from Low to High with an Outstanding record
in respect of the historic aspect for the Blackbridge site.
CCW define the different evaluation levels as follows, which provides some context for the above
scores: Outstanding: International or national importance;
High: Regional or county importance;
Moderate: Local importance; and
Low: Little or no importance.
An analysis of the LANDMAP data identifies the generally moderate quality of the sites in respect
of all aspects except historic and cultural. Of particular relevance to this assessment is the moderate
value placed on the Visual and Sensory aspect in relation to the Blackbridge site, and the low Visual
and Sensory value in respect of the remainder of the site.
In general terms it is felt that the detailed nature of the LANDMAP classifications ensure that the
descriptions are widely accurate and represent well the nature of the underlying landscape, both in
physical and also perceptual terms. Despite this, it does not provide a suitably detailed description of
the site itself and, as such, this has been undertaken as part of the assessment.

9.4.3

Published Landscape Character Assessments
The assessment did not identify any published Landscape Character Assessments prepared by
Pembrokeshire County Council which relate to the site. Furthermore, while Pembrokeshire Coast
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National Park does have a Landscape Character Assessment, this stops short of the site, which lies
outside the National Park by several kilometres.
However, the National Park does provide a Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) entitled
‘Seascape Character Assessment’ within which the site is encompassed within ‘SCA 32: Inner
Milford Haven’. An extract of this assessment is provided as Appendix EDP 6 included in volume 3.
The SPG identifies the site as lying predominantly within ‘built up areas’, though the cheese factory
site is shown within ‘pastoral farmland’. It describes the key characteristics of the seascape here as: •
•
•
•
•

A large sheltered natural harbour of a ria with mudflats and sandy inlets, creeks and bays;
Busy commercial shipping channel with tanker terminals, ferry terminal and marinas;
Visually dominant refineries with gas/oil storage and power station;
Gently sloping enclosing hills with pastoral land cover with arable;
Historically rich area associated with the sea with the main urban settlements of Milford Haven
and Pembroke Dock and historic small villages;
• Deciduous woodland on some sea edges, along creeks and minor valleys; and
• Long views down the main channel and framed views from inlets and bays.
Under the ‘cultural influences’ section, the SPG describes the activity at Milford Port:
‘The Port of Milford is the third largest port in the UK and handles 29% of the UK’s seaborne trade in
oil and gas. There is port operational activity including tugs, service and pilot vessels with occasional
dredging. The tall refinery chimneys and structures are vertical elements and with the recently built
power station stacks (75m high) are visible from long distances. These are added to by onshore
wind turbines and LNG and other storage tanks situated at around 50m AOD are visible on skyline.
Lighting [such as on the chimneys] is focused on Milford Haven with a degree of intensity between
along transport corridors’.
Under the heading ‘Aesthetic, perceptual and experiential qualities’ the SPG states:
‘This is a medium scale seascape dominated by the linear form of the main channel and industrial
plant and tall chimneys. This main channel is rough textured due to man-made elements imposed on
form of the natural landscape, and these highly prominent structures are only tempered by the natural
form and scale of the wide ria and surrounding green hills. The intensity of commercial shipping and
scale of tankers and jetties creates an uncomfortable experience for the small boat user in the main
channel’.
While the SPG is considered to provide an appropriate and useful description of the site context, it
does not contain specific detail in respect of the character of the site itself. The assessment has therefore undertaken a description of the site context, with the findings sectioned as follows.

9.4.4

Assessment of onsite Landscape Character
Chartered Landscape Architects visited the site on two separate days in January 2016. Weather
conditions were clear and visibility was good on both days.
Broadly, the site lies to the east of Milford Haven and comprises three distinct areas of landscape,
each with their own characteristics. These are as follows:
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I. Blackbridge site
Blackbridge site occupies the site of the former RNAD Milford Haven mine production facility, lying to
the east of Milford Haven, across the Castle Pill inlet. The site contains a number of the large buildings
which formed that facility, all of which are now in a significantly derelict state and are surrounded by
debris piles and rubbish. Many have been vandalised and graffiti is visible on numerous walls, both
internally and externally.
Further east within the site it is more overgrown with a stand of buddleia occupying a significant
area at the base of the minor valley which runs north east towards the Waterston refinery site. Again
though, there are numerous (and significant) piles of debris and derelict structures, though any
buildings which once stood have been removed.
Above the lower plateau of the brownfield area, on the headland which rises to the north, the
landscape has a more agricultural character though even here there remain two derelict reservoir
structures within the field. Boundaries are formed by relatively weak hedgerows, strengthened by
recently replaced wire fencing throughout.
The site here, at this elevated level, lies at between 20-37m aOD and this allows long views out from
this area towards Milford Haven to the west and the opposite coastline of the Haven to the south
where the docks facilities and refinery complexes are particularly noticeable.
The lower parts of the site lie at circa 10m aOD, though the seaward boundary, formed only by
chain-link fencing, again allows long views over the Haven to the south.
The brownfield nature of most of the site and particularly the scale of the derelict structures within it,
couple with the surrounding industrial features of docks and refineries to give a strong industrialised
character to this site, despite it’s obvious relationship with the Haven.
The following images give a clear impression of the character of this site: -

Plate 9.1: This substantial office block is the first building on entry to the site. It has had much of its roofing materials (slate) removed and almost no glass remains
in the windows. It sits within a concrete apron which is overgrown in parts.
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Plate 9.2: The main buildings on the site are substantial brick and concrete ‘sheds’ with ‘north light’ roofs. One building, to the right of this frame, has a barrel
vaulted roof. Again, all are derelict (to the point of being dangerous), though the main fabric of each is generally intact. Debris piles lie all around, as in the
foreground here.

Plate 9.3: the view from the more elevated part of this site demonstrates the relationship with the Haven to the south and the Rhoscrowther oil refinery site in
the distance. The Haven here is dominated by industrial and commercial activity which significantly influences the sites landscape character, even away from the
dereliction which affects much of it.
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Plate 9.4: Similarly, from the elevated parts of the site, the relationship between it and the town of Milford Haven is apparent, with the town centre occupying the
headland area on the western side of Castle Pill and the dock area further west. This is perhaps the most open part of the site.
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II. Waterston Eco Park
Lying at circa 50-55 aOD the Waterston Eco Park site lies entirely within the active Waterston Refinery
site. As such, the site visit had to be undertaken from within a secure vehicle. However, the condition
of the site was clear, without the need to explore on foot, and photographs were recorded through
the open windows of the vehicle.
The area of the refinery due to be developed has been previously cleared down to ‘slab level’ such
that it now largely comprises an area of gravel and hardstanding, surrounded by the wider refinery
facilities to the west and south and by significant vegetation cover to the north and east. It has an
extremely industrialised character with views curtailed by structures and vegetation in all directions.
Again, the images below are provided to illustrate this:

Plate 9.5: looking south east from within the Waterston site with turbines and storage tanks forming significant skyline features and curtailing views. Vegetation to
the left of the frame continues around the eastern and northern boundaries of this site.
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Plate 9.6: Looking north west from within the site the stack and refinery facilities provide a screen in this direction and the nature of current ground conditions is
apparent.

III. The Cheese Factory and Packing Facility site
Lying at circa 55-60 AOD, this part of the site lies outside the main Waterston Refinery site, located
to the east of an existing area of housing from which it is separated by a play park which utilises land
beneath overhead power lines and pylons. Although not part of the Waterston facility, it has been
used as a substantial parking area for this facility in the past and therefore comprises brownfield land,
now overgrown.
The site has strong boundary vegetation to all sides which provides effective screening to the
properties to the west.
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Plate 9.7: Looking west towards the existing housing beyond vegetation and open space. Overhead lines can just be made out and the ‘grassing over’ of the gravel
parking area is notable.

9.4.5

Summary of Landscape Baseline
As is summarised by the analysis of LANDMAP Aspect areas, the site is not, generally, of a particularly
high quality, influenced as it is by the large scale industrial structures and activities which surround it.
The Seascape Character Assessment published by the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority
clearly describes the dominance of the large scale industrial and commercial activities within this
‘Inner Milford Haven’ area and the effect this has on the landscape and seascape.
The site constitutes primarily previously developed ‘brownfield’ land set out over 3 parcels, each
of which has a different character to the others. The Blackbridge Eco-Park is dominated by
substantial derelict structures related to its original wartime use; Waterston Eco-Park comprises an area
of the refinery cleared down to ground level but enclosed and dominated by refinery structures. The
cheese factory site is less industrial in its character but, while relatively ‘green’ at first glance, entirely
comprises an overgrown, disused parking area.
The site has a strong visual relationship with the industrial activities which dominate the landscape of
the Haven in this area, even with those across the channel at Rhoscrowther. The Blackbridge site also
has a relatively strong connection with the existing settlement at Milford Haven.
Overall, while it is possible to appreciate the site’s location within the wider landscape and seascape,
the overriding character here is one of large scale industrialisation and commercial activity. Even the
level of marine traffic on the Haven, and the scale of the ships utilising this channel, adds to this effect.
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Visual Amenity Baseline
An assessment of the views available to and from the site has been conducted in order to ascertain
the likely visual receptors for this assessment.
To inform this study, a broad area of search was first defined using a GIS-based computer program
which models the topography of the site and surrounding areas – allowing consideration of the
theoretical visibility of the site and development thereon. This is based on Landform Profile 10m
Digital Terrain Mapping (DTM) and can provide a useful starting point for the identification of views
towards the site.
In this instance, given the scale of the proposals, the modelling reflected the approximate height
of the proposed ‘transmitters’ i.e. the structures proposed on the site including the largest of the
proposed buildings and the stack. Smaller scale buildings lying on higher ground were also modelled.
The results of the modelling work are provided as Plan EDP 4 included in volume 3, though it should
be noted that the Zones of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) shown are ‘worst case scenario’s’ which do
not take into account the screening effect of existing vegetation of built form, both of which have a
significant effect in this case. On this basis, the extent of the ZTV was explored over two days of site
investigation, the results of which are set out below.
In order to aid the consideration of this assessment of visual effects, a number of ‘Representative views’ were identified which are considered to provide an indication of the range of views
available towards the site from the wider landscape. At the outset of the project it was anticipated that
numerous views would be required in order to demonstrate the visibility of the site. However,
the list provided within the scoping section had not been verified within the field. The site work
undertaken firstly identified that the extent of the Zone ofTheoreticalVisibility of the proposals was not as
extensive as might have been presumed and also that the number of views required to be considered
‘representative’ of the range of views available was far smaller than initially suggested, with just six
separate vantage points clearly establishing the range and type of views available. The location of the
viewpoints selected are shown in figure 9.1 below.
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Figure 9.1: Viewpoint location plan
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General Visual Baseline
The general visual baseline of the site – that is the distribution and availability of both internal and
external intervisibility – is heavily influenced by topography, vegetation and built form in the
immediate locality.
Taking each area of the site areas in turn: I. The Blackbridge Site
The Blackbridge site, lying predominantly at low level (circa 10m aOD) is well enclosed to the north by
the rising landform of the headland and which creates a visual envelope for this site which is almost
entirely focussed on the sea channel to the south and the port and refinery structures associated with
the coastal area beyond.
However, the easternmost parts of the site, and the more elevated fields at its north, do have a visual
relationship with the existing settlement at Milford Haven and, particularly, with existing areas of
housing at ‘Pill’ and along ‘The Rath’ where open space is oriented, in part, towards the site.
This area of the site is visible in Viewpoints 2, 3, 4 and 5. It is also theoretically visible in 6 though
the distance between that vantage point and the site makes it challenging to discern both in the
photograph and on the ground.
II. Waterston Eco Park
The Waterston Eco Park is essentially enclosed by the existing refinery structures to the south and
west and by vegetation to the north and east. Coupled with the generally flat topography and the
more modest height of the proposals here, it is anticipated that no significant visual effects will occur
as a result of the development. No viewpoints were identified from which the development here
would be readily identifiable.
III. The Cheese Factory and Packing Facility site
The vegetation around this area of the site provides a strong degree of enclosure to all sides. It is
possible that views towards the proposed development within this area will be available from upper
floor windows of a small number of properties to the west but at ground level and from within the
adjacent play park, the site is entirely screened.
In essence, the only publicly available view towards this site is that from the road to the south, and
even here this is fleetingly achieved through the original car park gateway. Given the existing heavily
industrialised context here this has not been identified as a key viewpoint which is representative of
the effects of the proposals.

9.6.1

Distribution of Formal Rights of Way
The only Public Right of Way (PROW) affecting the site is the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path which
forms part of the Wales Coastal Path and which traverses the area of landscape between the
Blackbridge and Waterston sites in a roughly north south direction.
Views of the sites from this path are extremely limited due to rising landform and existing built form
at Waterston which entirely screens the eco-park site there and by a belt of vegetation to the west
which screens Blackbridge. In reality, the only element of the scheme which will be visible from this
PROW will be the emergency access and pipeline route which connects the two sites. This will be
visible in Viewpoint 1 at close proximity and the effects of this are considered later in this section.
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Summary of Visual Baseline
For a site of this size, set over three separate areas, one might anticipate a substantial degree of
visibility in the wider landscape.
However, the fieldwork undertaken established that the Waterston Eco-Park and Cheese factory sites
are extremely well enclosed by existing built form and vegetation as to significantly limit their potential effects.
There is some potential that private residential views may be affected by the cheese factory proposals
and this is given further consideration later.
The Blackbridge site is more visible, with an open aspect to the sea channel to the south, though
this is already dominated by industrial forms and activity. Undoubtedly the most important visual
relationship however is between the Blackbridge site and the existing settlement at Milford Haven
and particularly the housing around ‘The Rath’ and ‘Pill’ which is oriented towards the western end
of the site.
Although the Wales Coastal Path cuts directly between the sites, effects on its users are limited by
the screening of the development proposals by vegetation, topography and built form. The pipeline
and emergency access route will affect this path however and the effects of this will be considered
later.
The LANDMAP ‘Visual and Sensory’ aspect for the site is classified as Moderate or low for the site,
which would confirm the limited sensitivity identified in preparing this baseline assessment.

9.7

The Proposed Development
The proposed development comprises a gasification and power generating plant along with an
inter-linked eco park development areas including fish, algae and prawn farms, research centre,
cheese and packing factory and car parking. The Illustrative Masterplan is appended to this section as
Appendix EDP 4 included in volume 3 for ease of reference.
Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement provides a detailed description of the proposed development and numerous architectural plans are provided which give a clear impression of the proposed
built form. However, by way of summary to inform this section, broadly the proposals comprise:

9.7.1

Blackbridge site
At Blackbridge site the scheme proposes the redevelopment of the 9ha brownfield site as a gasification and power generating plant. The majority of the existing MOD structures on site will be re-utilised
and in some cases enlarged to house the key components of the scheme.
The most substantial building within this part of the scheme will be the main Pyrolyser House which
will increase in height to 24m (above ground level). Further buildings will include a Grinding Hall,
Control Room, Engine House, Gas Conditioning Building, Dryer Hall and Green Houses. A 60m stack
comprising 4 separate chimneys retained within a steel frame will also be located within the site.
The existing jetty will also be subject to significant refurbishment as part of the scheme and will
include the addition of 2 pneumatic unloaders for the unloading of biomass from ships.
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Waterston Eco Park
At Waterston Eco Park the 16.5ha brownfield site – already cleared to slab level – will be home to a
fish farm, prawn farm and algae farm. Structures will comprise a series of aquaculture units – rectangular brick and concrete units part clad with photovoltaic panels to the roofs – the sizes of which varies
from 75x20x9m to 140x39x9m. Green houses will also be provided at 48x24m.

9.7.3

Cheese and Packing Facility
Just to the north of the main Waterston site, occupying the 2ha site of a disused car park which
previously served the refinery, planned development of the proposed cheese factory and packing
facility will comprise two separate units of circa 25x40m.
The landscaping treatment of the site is not specified at this stage but the developer has indicated a
willingness to incorporate strategic or structural planting based on the findings of this section.
It is fair to say that, given the scale of the proposals, landscape ‘screening’ even by mature tree
planting, will have limited effect on the wider visibility of the proposals. However, although ‘screening’
(i.e. hiding) proposed built form from existing vantage points will not be possible, ‘softening’ of these
views, particularly from residential areas, will have significant value in diminishing the overall effect
caused by the proposals.
A Landscape Strategy Plan is contained in Appendix EDP 7 included in Volume 3, which sets out
elements of strategic landscaping (both preservation of and creation of) which will assist in
mitigating the effects of the development. The findings of this LVIA are based on the assumption
that a scheme of this nature will come forward as part of the proposals, towards the end of the main
build programme or within the planting season which follows. In essence, it comprises: i.		Retention of existing woodland at the western end of the Blackbridge site;
ii.		Retention of existing trees and hedgerows to the perimeter of the Cheese Factory site and the
		reinforcement of the western boundary of this area with a minimum 8m wide strip of woodland
		planting to reinforce the screening of residential views;
iii. Retention of existing tree and scrub cover to the east and north of the Waterston Eco Park site to
		ensure long term mitigation of views of the development in these directions;
iv.		All retained woodland/vegetation should benefit from longer term management secured via a
		suitably worded planning condition attached to any consent;
v.		The imposition of new areas of woodland planting within the Blackbridge site, located as shown
		on the Landscape Strategy at Appendix EDP 7 included in Volume 3 to specifically address the
		‘softening’ of key views of the facility from the existing settlement at Milford Haven. Such wood
		land planting will comprise a mix of broadleaved native species appropriate to the area and
		suitable for the coastal climate.

9.8
9.8.1

Anticipated Landscape and Visual Effects
Assessment of Landscape and Visual Effects
This section describes the anticipated landscape and visual effects of the proposed development
and assesses those effects in landscape terms. A fuller explanation of the assessment process is
provided in Appendix EDP 3 included in Volume 3.
The anticipated landscape and visual effects of the development proposed are summarised below.
These reflect the longer term effects of the development, assuming that mitigation planting as
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described on the plan provided at Appendix EDP 7 included in Volume 3 are implemented and allowed
to mature.
In earlier years, landscape and visual effects should be considered to be marginally worse than those
set out below – this is typically the case where landscape mitigation needs to mature to give a full
effect – but here, given the scale of the proposals, the landscape strategy his relatively limited effect
on most elements of the scheme, but remains worthwhile in softening key views.
To assist with the determination of landscape and (particularly) visual effects, a series of ‘verified photomontages’ have been prepared. These images have been created to accurately portray the overall
massing, height and scale of the key features of the proposed development. The images do not show
final surface treatments or colours, nor do they allow for mitigation planting and, as such, should be
considered a ‘worst case’ illustration. This has been taken into account within the professional judgements supporting the following assessment of effects.

9.8.2

Effects on the Landscape Character of the site and context
The baseline landscape character, as set out in section 9.4 of this section, is overwhelmingly
industrial in its character as a result of the influence of surrounding commercial activity, refineries, ports,
wind turbines and solar farms. It would be fair to say that the wider landscape character is rural,
but in the vicinity of the site the combination of industrial and commercial influences completely
overwhelms this.
The sensitivity of the site, as set out by LandMAP was considered to be high for the cultural
aspect and outstanding for the historic aspect – these aspects have been considered separately via
an ASIDOHL assessment discussed in the Archaeology section of the EIA.
Of particular relevance to this LVIA are the Visual and Sensory aspect and the Landscape and Habitats
aspects. These were valued as moderate to low for the former and low for the latter.
The assessment undertaken augmented the LandMAP position with a review of the Pembrokeshire
Coast National Park Authority’s Seascape Character Assessment SPG which, amongst other things,
acknowledges the influence of the industrial features on the local landscape character, stating that
this is a ‘busy commercial shipping channel with tanker terminals, ferry terminal and marinas’
with ‘visually dominant refineries with gas/oil storage and power station’.
In describing the ‘aesthetic, perceptual and experiential qualities’ the SPG also refers to the
landscape being ‘dominated by the linear form of the main channel and industrial plant and
tall chimneys… these highly prominent structures are only tempered by the natural form and
scale of the wide ria and surrounding green hills’.
Given all of the above and further informed by our own on site appraisal of landscape character,
it can be concluded that the landscape containing the site, over which its development may have
influence, has a low sensitivity to the proposed development by virtue of existing detractors in the
landscape setting (the existing industrial activity) and the fact that the proposed development is of a
type and scale considered to be ‘in keeping’ with those in the surrounding area. Even where areas are
somewhat more ‘divorced’ from the industrial facilities themselves, for example in Milford Haven
itself or on the water of the Haven, the sheer visual dominance of the industrial features prevails – an
effect to which the existing derelict structures on site already contribute.
With respect to the landscape of the site itself (or the sites themselves, as the case may be) given
their present brownfield condition and the scale of dereliction at Blackbridge in particular, it is considered that this warrants a very low sensitivity.
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The magnitude of change to landscape character, resulting from the proposed development is considered to be very high within the site itself, where there will be major alterations to the baseline
conditions – albeit that such alterations will be in keeping with the baseline character – but low within
the wider context due to the relatively limited visibility of much of the site from publicly accessible
areas which limits the perception of its re-development and by virtue of the re-use of many of the
existing derelict structures which currently mar the site and views towards it. Though elements of the
proposed scheme are indeed on a large scale, given the scale of industrial features already present
within the landscape, they aren’t considered to be uncharacteristically large.
As a result, the changes to the character of the site itself will have a moderate/minor effect on the
character of the site and a minor/negligible effect on the wider landscape, which is already dominated
by industrial built form in all areas from which the development can be perceived. This degree of effect
on the landscape character is considered to be acceptable.

9.8.3

Effects on Visual Amenity
The baseline assessment and fieldwork has shown that the development of the site will be
experienced over a relatively limited area, particularly compared to that which might be anticipated
for a development of this scale. The visual envelope of the site has been shown to be almost entirely
contained to the south of the ridge, which lies a short distance to the north of the Waterston site with
publicly available views, essentially limited to users of the coastal path to the immediate east of the
site and across the channel to the south, and to receptors located within and in the vicinity of existing
residential areas to the west, on the eastern edge of Milford Haven, along ‘the Rath’ and within ‘Pill’.
Some properties lying further west, beyond Milford marina, will also have views toward the site,
though at some distance and primarily from upper floors such that effects are likely to be minimised.
Both the Waterston Eco Park and the Cheese Factory site are well enclosed by a combination of
existing vegetation and built form. In the case of the Waterston site, this essentially means it is
not visible from beyond the bounds of the existing refinery facility and as such, any visual effect is
minimal and considered no further here. Similarly, the cheese factory proposals have some potential
to be seen by residential receptors in upper floor windows from a small handful of properties adjacent
to the site. However, such visibility should readily be mitigated by strategic planting implemented
along the western boundary of that area. Again, effects on public views here are considered minimal,
particularly in the context of the wider proposals.
As described in Section 9.5, six ‘representative’ viewpoint locations were identified via fieldwork as
providing a fair representation of the range of views available towards the site. The location of these
views and the area of the Visual Envelope, which it is considered they represent, is shown in figure
1 and on Plan EDP 8 included in Volume 3. The effects on each of the assessed photoviewpoints are
considered in turn below: Photoviewpoint 1
Viewed from a location on the Wales Coastal Path, midway between the Blackbridge and Waterston
sites, both these areas are essentially screened by a combination of topography, built form and woodland planting. However, the emergency access road and pipeline connection between the sites will
be visible, comprising a simple tarmac roadway alongside which two 700mm diameter pipes will run
one above the other set within a pipe rack support frame. This will follow the alignment of the existing access track which runs parallel, and close to, the woodland edge in the middle distance before
crossing the coastal path and entering the secure compound of the Waterston refinery site. It should
be noted that the track and pipes were not modelled as part of the photomontage preparation and so
are not shown on Photomontage 1.
Users of the Wales Coastal Path would typically be classified as highly sensitive, even very
highly sensitive in key viewpoint locations. However, given the industrialised context with which
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they find themselves here – a context which will have been/will be experienced over some distance
on approach to/departure from this location – it is considered appropriate to reduce this sensitivity
to Medium.
The magnitude of change to the experience of the views along this section of the pathway is limited
in extent, with notable changes experienced over only a short stretch of the path and in the context
of existing industrial development which is clearly visible at Waterston. As such, the magnitude of
change resulting from the imposition of the emergency access and pipe run is considered to be
medium – the features will be new, and recognisable as an addition within the view, but will not
fundamentally alter the view which already contains industrial features.
As such, the overall significance of effect on users of the coastal path in the vicinity of Viewpoint 1 will
be moderate/minor and adverse.

Figure 2: View from photoviewpoint 1

Photoviewpoint 2
Viewed from the memorial to the ‘Port of Milford Haven and HM Fast Minelayers’ midway along ‘the
Rath’ at Milford Haven, this view is representative of the views available from this road, from housing
within this vicinity and on ‘Pill’ to the east and from the open space in the foreground.
From this vantage point, the derelict buildings at the Blackbridge site are clearly visible at the centre
of the view with gas containers at Waterston (which entirely screen the proposed development there)
on the skyline beyond. Other industrial development at Pembroke Dock and at Rhos Crowther is also
visible on the horizon.
Pedestrian users in this location have the greatest degree of sensitivity, which is considered to be
high here as the open space and the promenade along the Rath are designed to allow views out over
the Haven. The Wales Coastal Path also follows this route.
The magnitude of change to this view will result from the redevelopment of the derelict structures
and the construction of the other buildings comprising the proposals for the Blackbridge site. On one
hand, the regeneration of the derelict site will be an enhancement over the existing view, while on the
other the increased scale of the proposals will no doubt increase its effect.
Overall, balancing out these effects, the magnitude of change is considered to be medium, with the
development being new and recognisable as such, but not fundamentally altering the view within
which the derelict site structures are already a noticeable feature.
Given the high sensitivity and the medium magnitude of change, a significance of effect of moderate
and adverse occurs.
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Figure 3: View from photoviewpoint 2

Photoviewpoint 3
Viewed from the inland end of the jetty at Hakin Point, this view is considered representative of
views from the coastal path and residential properties in this vicinity. Unfortunately, at the time the
fieldwork was site work, the coastal path was closed from this point westbound. It should also be
noted that, due to the density of development on the headland here, ground level views from either
public or private vantage points will be extremely limited in their availability, other than at the settlements leading edge.
From this vantage point, some 1km to the west, the Blackbridge site is visible at the centre of
the view, again with the gas storage containers at Waterston as a backdrop on the skyline. Again,
development around the Haven is visible as features on the horizon and the town of Milford and its
waterfront are dominant in the view.
Receptors here will be residents and users of the coastal path and are again considered to have high
sensitivity. The dereliction of the site is less apparent at this distance, but so too will the proposed
development which should largely sit in front ofthe headland behind, itself already ‘topped’ by refinery
infrastructure. As such, the magnitude of change is considered to be low and the overall significance
of effect will be moderate/minor adverse.

Figure 4: View from photoviewpoint 3
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Photoviewpoint 4 and 5
both these views provide an illustration of the views available from the coastal path on the south side
of the Haven, in the proximity of the Rhoscrowther refinery facility. Other than from this path, publicly
available views are extremely limited, if available at all.
Of course, once again, users of the path would be considered to have a high sensitivity, though as
with viewpoint one, this could be lowered to medium given the scale and visual dominance of the
Rhoscrowther facility in particular – this certainly desensitises the viewer to the imposition of further
industrial development than would otherwise be the case.
In both instances, the development proposals at Waterston are considered to be entirely screened
by existing refinery facilities. Redevelopment of the Blackbridge site would be visible at the centre
of the view but at some distance (circa 1.25km) and with the benefit of the re-development of the
existing derelict buildings the overall magnitude of change is considered to be medium with the more
substantial buildings set against the headland behind.
The resulting significance of effect is therefore considered to be moderate/minor adverse.

Figure 5: View from photoviewpoint 4

Figure 6: View from photoviewpoint 5
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Photoviewpoint 6
This is a key vantage point, lying within the Pembrokeshire Coast National park at one of the closest
locations where visibility is identified. Closer locations do exist to the east of Angle Bay, but here the
view is obscured or interrupted by the existing jetty structure which fills the foreground of the view.
At Angle Point however, the view towards the site allows visibility past the jetties (and any docked
tankers which may be present) to the Blackbridge site beyond and the Waterston site beyond that.
Users of the coastal path here are considered to have high sensitivity – given the more natural
landscape of Angle Bay this might even have been considered very high, were it not for the remaining
influence of the jetties and refineries which still dominate the wider landscape.
The magnitude of change here will be very low however – more as a factor of distance than anything
else, with the 4.5km distance diminishing the effect of the development which is a barely noticeable
element within the view. Although it may be slightly more apparent post development – largely due
to new materials – this alteration is not considered so notable from the baseline position as to warrant
a conclusion of any more significance.
The overall significance of effect on this view is therefore considered to be minor adverse.

Figure 7: View from photoviewpoint 6

Overall then, the most noticeable effects of the re-development of the site will be on pedestrians and
properties which overlook the site from Milford Haven to the west – particularly those on ‘the Rath’
and within ‘Pill’. Even here however, the baseline position – whereby significant existing derelict structures set within a wasteland landscape are clearly visible – lessens the effects to moderate adverse.
Although, as stated earlier, landscape mitigation by virtue of woodland planting will have limited
screening value, it is recommended that such planting is undertaken as that set out on the Landscape Strategy plans such that, over time, this at least softens the appearance of the new facilities,
aiding their blending in with the background landscape. Such a scheme could be secured via a suitably
worded planning condition associated with any development.
Visual effects elsewhere are generally moderate/minor to minor and, given the scale of the proposals
and the nature of the receiving environment this is considered a very positive result – proposals of
this type and this scale could not be readily assimilated into many landscapes around the UK which
such limited visual effects.
This degree of effect on visual amenity is considered acceptable.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Background and Context
An LVIA has been undertaken to assess the proposals for the redevelopment of the Blackbridge and
Waterston sites. The development proposed comprises a biomass generation facility with associated
eco-park developments.
This section has set out the findings of the LVIA for the proposed development of the site. Specifically
the assessment, as reported herein, has: • Reviewed the planning context of the site;
• Assessed landscape character of the site and its setting in landscape terms; and
• Assessed the visual amenity of the site: what views are available to/from the site and the way in
which the site is seen in its landscape context.
This landscape appraisal has assessed the likely landscape and visual effects arising from the
development of the site. This section reviews the extent to which the proposals comply with policy
and guidance and provides overall conclusions in respect of the acceptability of the proposals in
landscape terms.

9.9.2

Findings of Assessment – Compliance with Policy
Policies against which the proposed development can be tested in landscape terms are reviewed in
Section 9.3. The relevant provisions of each of these can be addressed as follows.

9.9.2.1

Compliance with respect to ‘in principle matters’
The sites comprising the application site are subject to a number of policies affecting the ‘in
principle’ acceptability of the scheme. In a positive manner, policies SP2 and SP3 together identify the
vast majority of the site as being either allocated as current industrial areas (Waterston, Policy SP2)
with potential for energy development, or allocated for B1, B2 and B8 uses (as is the case for the
Blackbridge site).
The visual impact arising from the development of this part of the proposals is considered to be
minimal and the re-development of the whole scheme encompasses the re-use of significant
numbers of derelict buildings and entirely brownfield land.

9.9.2.2

Compliance with respect to Policy GN1
Policy GN1 supports development which meets a number of criteria, the first three of which are
pertinent to a consideration of landscape and visual effects. It states:
‘Development will be permitted where the following criteria are met: 1. The nature, location, siting and scale of the proposed development is compatible with the
capacity and character of the site and the area within which it is located;
2. It would not result in a significant detrimental impact on local amenity in terms of visual impact,
loss of light or privacy, odours, smoke, fumes, dust, air quality or an increase in noise or
vibration levels;
3. It would not adversely affect landscape character, quality or diversity, including the special
qualities of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park and neighbouring authorities;…’
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This LVIA has demonstrated the compatibility of the proposals with the receiving environment, its acceptability in terms of its visual impact and its limited effect on landscape character and on receptors
within the National Park. On this basis it is clear that these three requirements of Policy GN1 are met.

9.9.2.3

Compliance with respect to GN 38
Policy GN 38 seeks to protect the historic environment:
‘Development that affects sites and landscapes of architectural and/or historical merit or
archaeological importance, or their setting, will only be permitted where it can be demonstrated that
it would protect or enhance their character and integrity’.
Effects on historic landscapes are considered separately within the Archaeology section of the EIA.
However, this section does conclude that the effects on the character of the landscape are
moderate to negligible and, certainly within the site itself, such effects should be considered beneficial, as
compared to the current derelict state. The re-use of the majority of the existing MOD structures is commended and should, from a landscape perspective at least, reduce the effect on the
historic buildings.
Features such as existing building brickwork will be retained where possible subject to agreement
with the regulators in order to preserve the historic character of the site.
Overall however, conclusions in respect of GN38 must be drawn based on appropriate assessments
undertaken by qualified heritage professionals.

9.9.2.4

Effects on the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park
The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park is located some distance away from the site – circa 3.75km
due west and 2km to the south west.
During fieldwork undertaken, no locations within the park to the west were identified which, would
have a visual connection to the proposed development, nor would landscape character effects be
considered to be able to affect the character of the park at this distance.
Having explored the publicly available views within the National Park across the Haven to the south
west, it was concluded that though some views were available towards the development from within
this designation, these were at such a distance, and so affected by existing industrial development, as
to reduce any potential effects to minor or less.
It can therefore be concluded that the special qualities of the National Park are unaffected by the
proposed development.

9.9.2.5

Effects on Public Rights of Way
The Wales Coastal Path, which incorporates the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path, as the name suggests,
follows the coastline of the Haven. All of the representative viewpoints selected for assessment lies
on, or in close proximity to, this path.
The most notable effect on the path will be experienced close to viewpoint 1, between the
Blackbridge and Waterston sites, where the dual pipeline and emergency access crosses the route.
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For a short distance, these features will be very apparent to users of the route, particularly where the
pipes ‘bridge’ over the path.
However, overall effects on users of the rights of way network are minimal, both in terms of their
visual amenity (as demonstrated by the assessment of the selected views) and with respect to
the overall character of the landscape through which they are walking – this is already heavily
influenced by industrial development which indeed characterises the landscape in this area and which will
continue to be the prevailing character once the development is completed. No paths require closure
or diversion as a result of the proposals.
It can therefore be concluded that effects on the Public Rights of Way network should be considered
acceptable.

9.9.3

Overall Summary of Landscape Character and Visual Amenity Effects
The consideration of landscape and visual effects resulting from the proposed development, as set
out in the preceding section, have concluded that effects on the landscape character of the site itself
are ‘moderate/minor’ and ‘minor/negligible’ on the wider site context.
These relatively limited effects are largely minimised by the relatively limited visibility of the proposals
and the baseline landscape condition which already has a strongly industrialised character where
significant structures are a common feature.
Visual effects are also less than might be anticipated for a scheme of this size. Much of the site is
extremely well enclosed with only the Blackbridge area having a stronger visual relationship with the
landscape and seascape of the Haven, and views over this to settlement at Milford Haven and to the
coastline and industrial development to the south.
The most noticeable effects have been shown to be from the leading edge of the settlement at
Milford Haven, along the Rath and within Pill. These views are oblique to the site but at relatively close
proximity so the site is plainly visible. This does mean however that the present site condition – its
derelict buildings and wasteland landscape – are currently visible and detrimental to the existing view
and development of the site, while increasing the built form and massing on site, will do much to
improve the aesthetic appearance of the site. This provides a degree of balance within the effect
which, overall, is considered to be moderate adverse.
Wider visual effects are generally more limited, with the Waterston site screened from many
areas by virtue of existing woodland and industrial development. Though the Blackbridge site
remains visible from most coastal viewpoints, it appears in keeping with surrounding development
and generally recedes against the backdrop of the headland to the north, with which, over time and
through appropriate cladding choices, it should be able to ‘blend in’.
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Conclusion
The Blackbridge and Waterston site has been well selected as the location for the proposed
development of the BtEf and associated ‘downstream’ industries. Its topography, current condition
and its relationship with the wider industrial development which dominates the Haven, means that
its sensitivity to this sort of development – which would be entirely unacceptable in many other
locations – is reduced.
This LVIA concludes that the site has the capacity for the development as proposed by this
application and that there are no landscape or visual reasons why the site should not be developed in this
manner. Indeed, given the derelict condition of the site and the obvious lack of any sort of
landscape management or maintenance programme in recent years, re-development of the site should
offer some substantial benefits in the form of the re-use of existing buildings, the regeneration of a
derelict and unsightly site and the potential for long term management of the retained and reinstated
landscape within the site. On this basis, in landscape terms, the proposals are commended.

9.9.5

Post Consultation Changes
Following review of pre-application comments received from the Pembrokeshire Council Landscape
officer, the following changes to the development have been proposed.
1. The car park for the Blackbridge Eco-park has been moved to the eastern end of the greenhouses
and will consequently be screened by the surrounding buildings.
2. Egnedol agree that the inclusion of earthwork bunds around the western end of the greenhouses
would aid in reducing the visual mass from receptors in Milford Haven. Earthwork bunds have
therefore been added to the proposed mitigation, with the proposed planting scheme also
extended down the western boundary of the greenhouse field.
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